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BY

ARTHUR H. COP ELAND f

1. Fundamental concepts. With the establishment of the consistency of

the conditions determining collectives,! we obtain a sound basis for the the-

ory of probability. We shall see that certain slight modifications of these

conditions will be necessary in order to establish consistency but these modi-

fications will destroy none of the intrinsic value of von Mises' theory. In

those alternative systems for which consistency has been established, the con-

ditions are so much weaker than those of von Mises that much of the value

of his theory has been lost.

The collective is a mathematical idealization of a sequence of occurrences

(measurements, tosses of a coin, etc.). A collective K consists of an infinite

sequence of elements (points of some space S). Thus§

(1) K = #<», e<2>, e<3>,

The points m of S are called labels (Merkmale) and the space S the label

space (Merkmalraum). 11

2. Fields and distribution functions. Let F be a set such that its elements

are subsets of the space 5 and such that the sum, product, and difference

(when defined) of any two of its elements also belong to F. Also let the space S

be an element of F. Then F is called a field.^ Associated with every element

A of F, is a probability ir(A) satisfying the following conditions.

1. If A and B are any two mutually exclusive elements of F (i.e., A B

is the null set 0), then tv{A +B) =tt(A)+it(B).

2. For every element A of F, 0 ^tt(A).

* Presented to the Society, June 22, 1933; received by the editors September 25, 1935.

f Guggenheim Fellow.

I The concept of collective (Kollektiv) is due to von Mises. See R. von Mises I, II, III. Refer-

ences to the literature are given at the end of this paper.

§ At a later point we shall state the restrictions which must be imposed upon K in order that it

may be a collective.

|| The letters m and e are used to refer respectively to points of S and elements of K. Two e's

with different superscripts may be equal to the same element m of 5. For example, in the tossing of

a coin, the space S consists of two elements mi and m? (heads and tails) and in general each of these

elements is repeated an infinite number of times in the corresponding collective.

U Kolmogoroff I.
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3. tt(5) = 1.

4. If A\, A2, As, ■ • • is any sequence of elements of S such that Ai>A2

>A3> ■ ■ ■ andTTB"=14„ = 0, then limn,w7r(4„) =0.

The function tt(A) satisfying the above conditions is a generalized measure

function, but in this paper it will be referred to as a distribution function

(Verteilung).

3. Product spaces and independence. Let Si, Sz, ■ ■ ■ , Sa be a label

spaces. We shall denote the product space S by SiXSzX • • • XSa. If

nil, niz, ■ ■ • , ma are respectively points of the spaces Si, Sz, ■ • • , Sa, then

m = miXmzXm3X ■ ■ ■ Xma is an element of the product space S. The ele-

ment m may be considered as a point whose coordinates are nil, niz, ■ ■ ■ , ma.

Let Ki be a collective whose label space is Si (* = 1, 2, • • • , a) and let e{n)

be the nth term of the collective Ki. We shall form a collective K whose wth

element ein) is given by the equation eM =e£n) Xe2(n) Xe3(n) X • ■ • XeJn). We

shall call K the product collective and shall denote it by the expression Ki X K2

XK3X • • • XKa* von Mises designates as a Verbindung the operation by

which the product collective is formed.

Let Fi be a field of the space Si and let Ai be a set of the field Ft

(»'=1,2,3, ■ ■ ■, a). Let A be the product set AiXA2X • ■ • XAa. Then A shall

contain all points m = miXmzX ■ • ■ Xma such that nii belongs to Ai. The

product field F = FiXF2X ■ ■ ■ XFa shall contain all product sets which can

be formed from the fields Fu Fz, ■ • • , Fa. It shall also contain sums, logical

products, and differences of such sets. Thus a product field is itself a field.

Let us suppose that the collectives K1} K2, ■ ■ ■ , Ka possess distribu-

tion functions in(Ai), ir2(A2), ■ ■ ■ , Tra(Aa) and that the product collective

K = KiXK2X ■ ■ ■ XKa possesses the distribution function ir(A). Then the

collectives Ki, K2, ■ ■ ■ , Ka will be called independent provided

t{A)  = t(Ai XA2 X  ■ ■ ■   XAa)  = Tl(Ai)-tt2(A2) ■ ■ ■ Ta(Aa).

It will be noted that the order of multiplication is immaterial to the defi-

nition of independence. Moreover if the collectives Kx, K2, ■ ■ ■ , Ka are in-

dependent and if Kn„ Kn„ ■ ■ ■ , Kna is any subset of these collectives, then

the collectives of this subset are independent. In order to define the inde-

pendence of an infinite set of collectives, we shall place a restriction upon the

product field. Namely if AiXAzX ■ ■ ■ XAaX ■ ■ • is any product set of the

product field, then only a finite number of the sets A j will be proper subsets

of the corresponding spaces St. The remaining sets A s will be equal to the

corresponding spaces Si. Thus an infinite set of collectives is an independent

set if and only if every finite subset is an independent set.

* Dörge I.
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4. Expected value and functions of collectives. The expected value p(K)

of a collective K is defined as follows. Let

(2) p,(K) - £*<«>/«••
t=l

Then

(3) p{K) = lim pn{K).*
n—»oo

Functions of collectives are defined in the following manner. Let f(m) be

any function defined for all points of S and let/(X) be the sequence

(4) f(K) = f(e^),f(e™),f(e™), ■■■ .

This transforms the collective K into a new collective /(A) and is a general-

ization of the operation von Mises calls Mischung.f Functions of any number

of collectives are automatically defined in terms of the concepts of product

spaces and product collectives.

A function which is of particular importance in this theory is the funda-

mental function of point sets.J Let A be any element of F and let <j>A(m) be

the fundamental function of the set A. Then <ßA(m) has the value 1 when m

is a point of A and the value 0 otherwise. In the case of the product space

S = S\XSiX ■ ■ ■ XSa, the fundamental function satisfies the equation

d>A1XA1x---XAa(m1 X m2 X • • • X ma) = ■<t>A2(m2) ' 1 " 4>A«(ma).

The expected value p [4>A (A) ] of the collective <j>A (A) is the probability

with respect to the collective K, of obtaining a point of the set A. That is

(5) p[4>A(K)]=T(A).

This may be seen as follows. The summation 22i=r^t(e(i>) is the number of

times that elements of A occur in the first n terms of K. Hence pn [<f>A(K)] is

the success ratio for elements of A in the first n terms of K. The limit of this

success ratio p[<bA(K)] is the probability. The collective is said to possess a

distribution with respect to a field F provided the limit ir(A) exists for all

sets A of F and provided ir{A) satisfies condition 4 of §2. It will be observed

that conditions 1, 2, and 3 are satisfied automatically.

5. Selections. We shall now define an operation called selection (Aus-

* The expressions pn{K) and p{K) will be used only when the corresponding space S is such that

addition and division by a number have a meaning, and p(K) will be used only when the limit exists.

f von Mises reserves the term Mischung for the case where the operation is single-valued and

its inverse is multi-valued.

% de la Vallee Poussin I.
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wähl). Let «1, w2, n3, ■ ■ - be an increasing sequence of positive integers.

From any collective K we can form a new collective K' by selecting the

«ist, »2nd, • • • terms of K. Thus

K' = e***\ ein'\ e(ni), • • • .

It is convenient to introduce a notation for this operation. Let X -   X ̂  ̂  j X ̂  ̂  y

x(3), • ■ • be a sequence whose terms x'"»', x1"^, ■ ■ ■ are all l's and the rest

of whose terms are all O's. Thus x is a sequence similar to K and the associated

label space consists of the elements 1 and 0. We shall denote the operation

of selection by the equation K' = K ex.* It should be observed that

f(Acx) =/(X)cx.

A selection x may be regarded as a number written in the binary scale,

with digits x(1), x(2), • • ■ and with the radix point placed immediately before

the first digit. Any number in the interval from 0 to 1 (0 excluded) can repre-

sent a selection. In the case of the ambiguous representation, the ambiguity

is resolved by means of the condition that an infinite number of the terms

of the collective must be selected and hence an infinite number of the digits

of x must be equal to 1.

Let us operate on the collective A by a selection xi, obtaining a new collec-

tive K' = K cxi. Let us operate on the resulting collective K' by a selection

x2, obtaining K" = K' cx2. Let us suppose that Xi selects the «ist, «2nd, • • •

terms of K and that x2 selects the vist, i>2nd, • • • terms of K'. The resultant

of the two selections is equivalent to a single operation x which selects the

w„,st, rc„2nd, • • ■ terms of K. That is (Acxi) cx2 = Acx.

A set D of selections will be called a fundamental set provided the re-

sultant of any two selections of D is a selection of D and provided D contains

the identity selection 1 = 1, 1, 1, • - • .A fundamental set .fails to be a group

since a selection can have no unique inverse. The set consisting only of the

identity is an example of a fundamental set. A second example is the set con-

sisting of all possible selections. As a third example we shall construct a

fundamental set D0 which will be used to define independence of terms of a

collective. We shall denote the elements of D0 by the symbol xr,„ where r

and n are positive integers. The operator xr,n selects the rth, the (r+w)th,

the (r+2«)th, the (r+3«)th, • • • terms of a collective K. The resultant of

the operation xr,„ followed by the operation xp,„ is equivalent to the operation

Xfi.iv where R = r+(p — l)n and N = nv. The selection     is the identity.

6. Independence of the terms of a collective. If a well balanced coin is

thrown twice, the probability of obtaining heads on the first throw and tails

* The symbol C is the inverted implication sign and is interpreted by the word "if." For this

interpretation, see Copeland I.
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on the second is 1/4. To verify this experimentally, it would be natural to

throw a coin twice and observe whether or not heads were obtained on the

first trial and tails on the second. Then repeat the experiment a number of

times. When n such experiments have been made, the coin has been thrown

2n times. That is, there are determined n groups of two throws each. These

throws constitute the first 2n terms of a collective K. Let ni\ and m2 represent

respectively the labels heads and tails. Then <pmi(K c xi.t) is a sequence of l's

and O's such that a 1 occurs when heads is obtained on the first throw of a

group of two, and a 0 otherwise. Similarly <j>mjK cx2i2) is a sequence repre-

senting tails on the second throw of each group. The product <t>m,(K cxi,2)

•0m2(7sTcx2,2) is the sequence whose probability we are investigating. We

should expect the success ratio pn [<t>mi{K «Ii2)-<pmi{K cx2,2)] to be approxi-

mately 1/4 and the probability p[<j>m,(K cxii2)-<f>m2(K cx2,2)] to be equal to

1/4.
In a like manner we should have

p[$mi(Kc ii,s)-^,(^c x2,3)-<j>m,{Kc x3l3)]

= p[<f>mi(K c xli3)]- p[(bmi(K c x2,3)]- p[d?m>(K c x3,3)] = 1/8,

since the probability of tails on the first throw, heads on the second, and heads

on the third is 1/8. The same probability should be obtained for the combina-

tions nil, nil, nil) niu nti, m2; nil, m2, nil, • ■ • ; m2, m2, m2. That is, the sequences

K c xi,3, K c x2j3, K c x3i3 should be independent. We shall say that the terms

of a collective K are independent provided the sequences Kcxi,n, Kcx2,n,

■ ■ • , K c xnin are independent for every positive integer n.

7. Contractions. If K is any collective and A is any subset of the corre-

sponding label space, then 4>A(K) is a sequence of l's and O's and hence can

be used as a selection operator. The operation K c <f>A (K) is called a contrac-

tion (Teilung).* By means of the contraction, the collective K is transformed

into a new collective with the contracted label space A .

The operations of selection and contraction can be combined. Thus we

may perform a contraction K C(f>A(K) on the collective K and then operate

on the resulting collective by a selection x. The resultant of the two opera-

tions is denoted as follows, Kccj>A(K)- c -x. The two dots are used as

brackets.! Everything to the left of the first dot is understood to be enclosed

in one bracket and the x to the right of the second dot is enclosed in another.

Thus the expression Kc<j>A(K)- c -x means [K c<pA(K) ] c[x]. That is, the

dots indicate that the contraction is performed before the selection. In case

* Contraction is not intended as a translation of the word Teilung but it is descriptive of the

operation.

t Lewis and Langford I.
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further bracketing is required, two dots may be used to indicate a stronger

bracket than one dot. For example, K cxi- c -4>A(K c xi): c :x2 means

{ [K cxi] c [<t>A(K cxi)] } c {x2}. It should be observed that Kccj>A(K)

■ c -(j)B[K c4>A(K)] =K c(f>A.B(K) for any two sets A and B. That is, the

resultant of two contractions is a contraction.

8. Restrictions on collectives, von Mises places the following restrictions

on the collective.

(Ml)  The limit p [<j>A(K) ] exists for every element A of the field F.

(M2)  If A and B are any two mutually exclusive elements of F such that

p [cj>A (K) ] and p [<bB(K) ] are not both 0 and if x is any selection of

the fundamental set D, then the limits p{<bA[K ccbA+B(K) ■ c x]}

and p\4>B [K c<bA+B(K) ■ c-x]} exist and

p{<f,A[Kcd,A+B(K)-c-x]}/p{4>B[Kc4,A+B(K)-c-x]} = p [d>A(K) ]/p [<j>B(K) ].

(M3) The set D contains all selections which are independent of K.

(M4) The field F contains all possible subsets of the label space F.

The first restriction states that the collective must possess a distribution.

The second restriction can be most easily understood by specializing the op-

erators. Let us consider the case in which x is the identity selection. The terms

of K c<f>A+B(K) belong either to A or to B and hence

p{4>A[Kcd,A+B(K)]} + p{d>B[Kc<bA+B(K)]} = 1.

From this equation and from condition 2, it follows by simple algebra that

p{4>A[Kc4>A+B(K)]} = P[+a(K) ]/{p[*a(K)] + P [4>b(K) ]}

and

p{4>B[Kc<i>A+B(K)]} = p[<t>B{K)y{p[d>A{K)} + p[<t>B(K)]}.

That is, the probability that a term of K will lie in A if it lies in A or B is

equal to the probability that a term of K will lie in A divided by the probabil-

ity that it will lie in either A or B. Next let us specialize by letting A +B = S.

In this case the contraction reduces to the identity. Hence it is easily seen

that condition (M2) implies that the distribution of a collective is invariant

under the operation of all selections of the set D.

There has been considerable discussion concerning the meaning of condi-

tion (M3).* In fact, this seems to be the most serious difficulty in von Mises'

theory. Since the objections have been adequately treated in other papers it

is not necessary to repeat them here. We shall however give an alternative

restriction to which these objections do not apply.

* Kamke I.
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It is also necessary to weaken condition (M4). I have proved that condi-

tions (Ml) and (M4) cannot both be satisfied if the distribution function is

absolutely additive and absolutely continuous.* Thus, for example, these con-

ditions exclude any collective whose probability is distributed in accordance

with the normal law.

9. An alternative set of conditions. We shall denote by C[D, ir(E)] the

set of all collectives associated with a given fundamental set D and a dis-

tribution function ir(E) defined on a field F. The range of w(E) determines the

field. We shall demand that the set of collectives belonging to C[D, tt(E)]

satisfy the following conditions.

(Cl) p[4>El{K c xtlJ-4mt(K c xr„„) • • • <j>Eh{K c ^,JJ ~r{&)

•ir(E3) ■ • ■ ir(Eh) for every set of integers tt, n, r3, ■ ■ ■ , rh, n such

that0<ri<r2< • • ■ <rh and for every set Eu E2, E3, ■ ■ ■ , Eh of

elements of F.

(C2)  K c<f>A(K) is an element of C[D, ir{E)/-w{A)] for every element A

of F such that 0<ir(A).

(C3)  Kcx is an element of C[D, ir(E)] for every element x belonging

to D.

The collectives satisfying these conditions also satisfy (Ml) and (M2).

Thus suppose we specialize condition (Cl) by letting h = r\ = n = \. Then

since X\,\ is the identity selection, (Cl) reduces to the condition p[<bE(K)}

= ir(E). Next let us observe that if Ei and E2 are any two mutually exclusive

elements of F such that ir(Ex) and 7r(£2) are not both zero, then conditions

(Cl), (C2), and (C3) imply that

p{d,Ei[Kcd,El+B2(K) - c-x]} = w(E1)/w(E1 + Et)

and

p{<bE,[Kc<j>Ei+E2(K)- c -x}} = Tr(E2)/ir(E1 + E2).

Conditions (Cl), (C2), and (C3) are much stronger than (Ml) and (M2).

In the first place, (Cl) demands that the terms of a collective be independent.

Secondly, (C2) and (C3) enable us to operate on a collective by any finite

group of selections and contractions, whereas condition (M2) only permits

operation first with a contraction, then with a selection. Due to the recursive

nature of (C2) and (C3), it is in general true that when one collective of the

C[D, t(E)] has been obtained, a continuum of such collectives is automati-

cally determined.

It will be recalled that conditions (M3) and (M4) relate to the choice of

the fundamental set D and the field F. Whether or not there exist collectives

* Copeland II.
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belonging to C [D, ir(E) ] depends upon the choice of D and F. Thus, for ex-

ample, if D contains all possible selections and if F contains two mutually-

exclusive elements A and B such that neither tt(A) nor w(B) is equal to zero,

then C[D, tt(E) ] is null. In this paper we shall assume that D is denumerable.

The restriction which we shall place on F will depend upon the type of label

space. Thus if 5 is finite, F may be unrestricted. If S is euclidean, we shall

assume that F consists of all subsets of S whose frontier points are of Lebesgue

measure zero.

10. Special fields. We shall consider certain special spaces and fields for

which the corresponding collectives can be more easily constructed. The col-

lectives thus obtained constitute a basic set in terms of which more gen-

eral collectives can be formed. We shall construct a space 5 consisting of

points whose coordinates yu y2, • • • , y« satisfy the inequalities 0^y,<l,

i = l, 2, • • • , a. We shall define a field F for S. A set A will belong to F

if and only if the frontier points of A constitute a set of Lebesgue measure

zero. It can readily be verified that F is a field. We shall let tt(A) be any

absolutely continuous distribution function whose range is F.

Since the collective is a sequence of points and hence denumerable, it is

not necessary to use all of the space S. Hence we shall define a space S' con-

sisting of a denumerable everywhere dense set of points in the space S. A

subset A' of S' will be an element of the corresponding field F' if and only

if there exists an element A of F such that A S' = A'. A distribution function

ir'{A') whose range is F' is defined by the equation w'(A -S') = ir(A).

It is necessary to show that the above distribution function is uniquely

defined. In order to do this, we shall first prove that if A' is any element

of F' and Ax and A2 are elements of F such that Ay S' = A2 S' = A', then

Ai and A2 differ by at most a set of points of measure zero. Let/i and/2 be

respectively the frontier points of Ax and A2 and let/=/i+/2. Then the sets

B1 = A1—A1-f and B2 = A2—A2 f are open. Let p be any point of the set Bj.

Then it is possible to enclose p in a spherical region a such that all points of

a belong to Ax. Hence <r must contain points of the set A'. But all points of

A' are also points of A2. Hence p is a limit point of points of A2. Moreover p

is not a point of /2 since it is not a point of /. Consequently p must belong

to A2. Therefore Bx <A2 and similarly B2 <AX. It is now easily seen that the

sets Ax—Ax-A2 and A2—A2-Ax are both included in/ and hence Ay and A2

differ by at most a set of points of measure zero. It follows from the abso-

lute continuity of tt(A) that ir(Ai) = ir(A2). Hence 7r'(4') is uniquely de-

termined for any set A' of F'.

If K is any collective with respect to the space S' and the distribution

function tt'(A'), then A is a collective with respect to the space 5 and the
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distribution function tt(A), since if ew is any term of A, it will belong to the

set A if and only if it belongs to the corresponding set A'.

We shall consider fields which are still further restricted. We shall decom-

pose the space 5 into 2" mutually exclusive hypercubes m\,\, m!t2, ■ ■ • , mi,2a.

The hypercube «i,,- is called a mesh and consists of the points whose coordi-

natesyi,y2, ■ • • , ya satisfy the inequalities a,-,,/2 ^yi<(aiij+l)/2 where each

0,-,,-has the value 1 or 0 andi — 1, 2, • ■ ■ ,a.Tkn»!u+mi,2+ ■ • ■ -\-ml,2*=S.

We shall designate as the lattice Lh the field which consists of the null set

and sums of the meshes mi,,-. We shall form a lattice L2 by decomposing each

of the meshes Wi,,- into 2° hypercubes (or meshes) in the same manner in

which we decomposed the space S to form the lattice Li, Thus L2 contains

the meshes rrh.i, 1*12,2, • • • , ntetf«. In a similar manner we shall form lattices

Li, Li, ■ ■ . Thus the lattice Ls contains 2'" mutually exclusive hypercubes

or meshes. We shall assume that the subscripts of the meshes are so chosen

that

= m8,j.2«+i 4- ms,j.2«+2 4- • • • 4- ws,(J-+D2«.

We shall let N = LX+L2 + ■ ■ • and shall call A a net. It is easily seen that A

is a field.

The point whose coordinates are alt]/2, 02,,-/2, ■ ■ ■, aa,,/2 will be called the

vertex of the mesh mi,j. The vertices of the meshes of the lattices L2, L3, ■ ■

will be located in corresponding positions. Thus for the case a = 2, a vertex is

located in the lower left-hand corner of its mesh. Let S" be the space which

consists of all the vertices of the meshes of A. Then S" is denumerable and

everywhere dense in 5. We shall define a field F" of the space S" as follows.

A set A" will be an element of F" if and only if there exists an element A

of the net A such that A" = A S". The field F" may be regarded as an ap-

proximation to the field F since if A is a set whose frontier points are of

measure zero and if e is any given positive number, there will exist two ele-

ments Ai and A2 of A such that Ax<A <42 and w(42— Ai)<e*

11. Groups of operations. We shall obtain a more convenient form for

conditions (Cl), (C2), and (C3) as applied to the space S' and the field F'

defined in §10. Conditions (C2) and (C3) enable us to operate on a collec-

tive with any finite group of selections and contractions. The resultant of

these operations is a collective and hence must satisfy (Cl). Since the re-

sultant of two contractions is a contraction and the resultant of two selections

of D is a selection of D and since D contains the identity selection and there

exists an identity contraction, there will be no loss of generality in assuming

that the selections and contractions of such a group alternate, beginning with

* Copeland II.
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a selection and ending with a contraction. Let the selections of such a group

be denoted by xx, Xt, • • • tx* and let the contractions be performed with re-

spect to the sets Au Ai, ■ • ■ , Aa where A„<A„-X< ■ ■ ■ <A2<AX. Then the

group is ordered as follows: xx, Ax, x2, A2, ■ ■ ■ , x„, A„.

Condition (Cl) involves a group of selections xr,,„, xT2,n, • • • , xn,n of the

set Z>0 and a group of sets £1, £2, • ■ • , Eh. Let tx = a + h. Then conditions (Cl),

(C2), (C3) may be stated in terms of certain groups of operations involving /x

selections and m sets where ß — 1, 2, 3, • • • •

The set D+D0 is denumerable. Hence we can assume the existence of a

one-to-one correspondence between the set of all non-negative integers X and

the set of all ordered finite subsets of D+D0. We shall demand that corre-

sponding to each X, the group of selections contains at least one from the

set D0. The space S' is denumerable and the field F' has the power of the

continuum. Hence we can assume that a one-to-one correspondence has been

established between the elements of F' and the set of numbers in the inter-

val Oi£#<l. Let t be any non-negative real number and let X= [t] be the

largest integer contained in /. Then t determines X and X determines a set

of n selections. Hence t determines the integer ju. Let & = t — [t] be written

in the binary scale. This number may be regarded as a sequence and hence

can be operated upon by the selection The sequence &cxx,ß may in

turn be regarded as a number in the interval from 0 to 1. This number deter-

mines a set Ax. The numbers d # c-x3,», cx,,m # cxa+x,^ ■ ■ ■ ,

t} ca;,,, determine respectively the sets A2, A3, • ■ • , A„, Eh E2, ■ ■ ■ , Eh.

The group of operations thus performed on the collective can now be de-

fined as follows. Let

Oitt{K) = Oi-llt(K) cxfC -^Api-x.tiK) c Xi],

where 0<i^o- and O0,t{K)=K. Let

0,(70 = oiEl[0,,t{K) c xr„n]-4>El[0,,t{K) c xri,n] ■ ■ ■ d>Eh[0„,t(K) c xTk,»]

and
P[t, w(E)] = tt{Ex)-t{E2) ■ ■ ■ *■(£»)-x-*(4,).

Let 2' be the set of points / such that Ax>A2> ■ ■ ■ >A„>E1+E2+ ■ ■ ■

+Eh and ir(A„) >0. Then conditions (Cl), (C2), (C3) are equivalent to the

following

(C4) p[Ot(K)] = P[t, tt(E)] for every t belonging to 2'.

In the case of the space S" and the field F" defined in §10, a similar set

* The ambiguous representation is resolved in the same manner as in the case of selections except

that the number 0 is the sequence 0, 0, 0, • • • .
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of conditions can be obtained. Namely let 2" be the subset of 2' for which

Ai, A2, • • • , A„, Ei, E2, ■ ■ ■ , Eh are elements of the field F". Then for the

field F", conditions (Cl), (C2), (C3) have the form

(C5) p[Ot(K)] = P[t, t(E)] for every / belonging to 2".

12. Existence of collectives. We shall prove the existence of collectives

satisfying condition (C5). A one-dimensional label space S will be chosen and

the mesh m,,j will be the interval 2~'(j—1) ^y<2~'-j. The proof is accom-

plished by the aid of a new number scale. Let y = zZ"=iyM ■ 2~*(v+1)/2 where

y(")=0, 1, 2, • • ■ , 2" —1. Any number y in the closed interval from 0 to 1

can be so developed. This number scale possesses the same type of ambiguity

as is found in ordinary scales. Let K(y) be the sequence

K(y) = P<Hy), r(2)(y), Pw(y),

where P(-v){y) = y(*)-2~". We shall show that for almost every y of the inter-

val from 0 to 1, the corresponding sequence A(y) satisfies condition (C5). The

proof of this statement is accomplished by means of four lemmas.

The first lemma is concerned with the measure of a set

E = £[P<»'»(y)e£l-P<»»)(y)«£2 ■ ■ • P<**\y)tE,\

defined as follows. The expression P(n',(y)e£f means that the point P^{y)

is an element of the set E{. The dots joining expressions of this type are con-

junctive. The set E consists of all points y which satisfy the conjunction of

all conditions within the square brackets. The set Ei is the sum of a< meshes

*»,,,■ where s is independent of i. Hence »»(£,•) =a;2~s.

Lemma 1. m{E[P^(y)eE1-P^(y)eE2 ■ ■ ■ P^(y)eE„]=m(E1)-miEi)

• ■ ■ m(Ey) if s^ni<n2< ■ ■ ■ <«„.

The measure of the set of points y for which the first nv digits are pre-

scribed is 2_n*(">'+l)/2. Thus the proof resolves itself into the problem of count-

ing the number of possible combinations of the first n, digits of y for which the

conditions within the square brackets are satisfied. The first condition will be

satisfied if P("i'(y) belongs to one of the ax meshes mB,}. The point P("i'(y)

will belong to the mesh m3<j if 2~*- (j — 1) fSy^ <2~'-j. Hence there are 2B»-'

values for the digit y(ni> consistent with the condition that P^n^>{y) belongs

to m,,j. Therefore the number of values for this digit consistent with the first

condition within the square brackets isar 2n~\ The digits y(*>\y(n>\ ■ ■ •

can be similarly treated. There remain certain digits of y which are entirely

unrestricted. That is, the first digit of y can be selected in 21 ways, the second

in 22 ways, • ■ ■ , the     — l)st in 2"'-1 ways, the (wi+l)st in 2"t+1 ways, • • •'.
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Thus these unrestricted digits can be selected in 21+2+' • -

= 2"»<n»+1)/,~"»~">-ways. It follows that

m{E[P^(y)tE1-P^(y)eEi • • • ]}

= ai2ni_*a22n2_* • • • a„2n*-<,2">'(',,.+1)/2-ni-n>-n,2-Vn,+i>/2

= m(Ei) ■ m{E2) ■ ■ ■ m(Er).

The second lemma will be similar to the first except that it will be applied

to the sequence Or,t[K(y)] instead of to K(y). We shall assume that the sets

Ai, A2, ■ ■ ■ ,A„ used in defining the operator 0„,( and the sets Eh £2, ■ ■ ■ , £„

used in the statement of the lemma are all sums of meshes mSij with the same

subscript s. Let

0,,1[A(y)] = P,(1)(y),P,(2)(y))--- -

Lemma 2. m{E[P^^(y) eErP/^iy) eE2 ■ ■ ■ }} =m(E1)-m(E2) ■ ■ ■ m(E,)

•m~"(As) if s^«i<w2< • • • <nv.

We shall prove the lemma inductively. That is, we shall prove that if the

equation is true when o- is replaced by i—1, it will then be true when a is

replaced by i. If cr = 0, then the above equation reduces to the corresponding

equation of Lemma 1, since m~"{S) = 1. The sequence Oift [K(y)} is obtained

from the sequence Oi-1,t[K(y)] by the selection Xi and the contraction with

respect to the set A,. Both of these operations throw away certain terms of

the sequence 0<_i,([X'(y)]. The terms thrown away by the selection are en-

tirely unrestricted. However any term thrown away by the contraction

must belong to the set 4<_i but not to the set A,. On the basis of the assump-

tion that the lemma is true when a is replaced by i—I, it follows that the

measure of the set of points for which the w„th term of Oi,t[K(y)] corre-

ponds to the («^+ju)th term of the sequence 0,_i,. [K(y) ] c x, and for

which P<-n^(y)eE1-P(-^(y)eE2 ■ ■ ■ P^(y)eEy is »»(£0-m(E2) ■ ■ ■ m(E.)

• m"'~"(Ai) [«(4i_i) —m(Ai)]"-m~ny~l'(Ai-i). That is, a certain v of the terms

of 0,_i,. [K(y) ] must belong respectively to the sets Eit E2, ■ ■ ■ , £„ and nv — v

of the terms must belong to A t while the remaining p terms must belong to

Ai-i but not to Ai. The (nr+ß)th term must belong to £„. Since n can take

on all values from 0 to °o and since there are n>,+M_iCM ways in which the p.

terms can be selected, then

■lilPiV'^W* ••• ])
= m(Ed-m(E2) ■ ■ ■ m{E,) ■mn*-»{Ai)mrn'{Ai^ ■ Yi, «„+>.- A

•[m{Ai^) - m(Ai)]» m->'(Ai_1)
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= m(Ei)-m(E2) • ■ • m(E,) -mr'{A^-mn'(Ai) •w_n»(^4i_i)

m(A      — m(Ai)~]-nv

m(Ai-i) J

= m(Ei)-m(E2) ■ ■ ■ m(E,)-m~'(Ai).

It follows inductively that this equation still holds when i = a.

It will be observed that the operator xSil selects the sth term and all of

the succeeding terms of a sequence K. If the expression K(y) in Lemma 2 is

replaced by K'(y) =K(y) then the condition s = »i will no longer be

necessary.

Lemma 3. The function

V'(y,t) = lim sup I pAOt[K'(y)]\ - P[t,m(E)}\
fi—► °o

is equal to 0 almost everywhere in the interval A: 0 <y < 1.

If we let E[V'(y, t) > e] be the set of points for which V'(y, t) > e, then

E(V > 0) = E(V > 1/2) + E{V' > 1/3) + E(V > 1/4) + • • • .

Hence the lemma will be established if we can prove that m[E(V> e)] =0

for every positive number e. We have the equation

oo

E(V>e) = lim T.E{\p,{Ot[K'{y)]} - P[t,m{E)] \ > ,),

and hence

00

m[E(V > e)] ̂  T,*»[E(\pAOt[K'(y)]} - P[t,m{E)] \ > .)]
V=P0

for every positive integer p0- The remainder of the proof consists in estab-

lishing the convergence of this series. From Lemma 2 it follows that

m[E(\p,{Ot[K'(y))} -P[t,m(E)]\ > e)] =      £ ,Ca
|s/w-P[(,m(JS)]|>e

•P'[/, w(£)]{l - P[t, m(E)]}"-\

where the expression below the summation sign indicates that s is summed

over all values consistent with this inequality. Borel has proved the conver-

gence of all series of the form*

00

E   E fi.-p'-r-,
H=l \s/fi—p\>t

* Borel I.

■
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where p and q are positive numbers and p+q = 1. Hence Lemma 3 is estab-

lished.

The purpose of Lemma 4 is to show that Lemma 3 will still be true if

K'(y) is replaced by K(y). We shall first construct a set D' defined as follows.

If x is any selection of D and if s is any positive integer, then there will exist

a selection x' of D' such that

K c x- c • xS',i — fci,,r c

where s' is such that either nsi-i<s^n$> or s = Wi, and where n\, th, n3, ■ ■ ■

are the ordinal numbers of the terms selected by x. Thus n,>— s +

m.'+i— s + 1, ■ • • are the ordinal numbers of the terms selected by x'. Since

the selection Xi,\ is the identity, it follows that D<D'. Moreover D' is de-

numerable. In Lemma 4 it will be assumed that the set 2" is defined in

terms of D'.

Lemma 4. If t is any number belonging to the set 2" and if s is any positive

integer, then there exists a number t' belonging to 2" and a positive integer r such

that

Ot{K)<zxril = Ot>(Kcxt,i).

Given the selection x and the positive integer s, there exist a selection x'

and a positive integer s' such that K c %■ c x,< ,\ = Kcx,,v c ■ x'. There exists

a second positive integer s" such that Kcx- c -x^y. c :<j>E{Kcx- c -av.i)

= Kcx- c </>£(7v" cx): c :x,»,i. From this it follows inductively that there

exist a positive integer r and a number   belonging to 2" such that

Oo-.fCA') c Xr,l = Ot,t>(K CX.,i).

The number t' differs from t because the selections involved in the operator

Oa,f are different from those involved in the operator 0„,t. The contractions

are the same for both operators. Since

<t>E[Ot,t(K) tZXrtl] = 4>B[0.,t(K)] C Xr.l,

we have the equation

Ot(K) cxril = Ot^KcxsA).

With the aid of Lemmas 1, 2, 3, 4, we can prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1. For almost every y of the interval A: 0 <y < 1, the corresponding

sequence K(y) satisfies condition (CS).

Let

V'(y,t') = lim sup I p,{Ot.[K{y)<zxsA} \ - P[t,m(E)]\,
ß—»00
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V(y,l) = lim sup \p,{Ot[K(y)]} - P[t,m(E)}\.
fX—» 00

The sets involved in the operator Of are sums of meshes m.j. Of course for

any given operator Of, it is only necessary to let s be the subscript of the

finest mesh occurring in the sets corresponding to this operator. Since the

contractions involved in Of are the same as those involved in 0t, s depends

directly upon t. The number t' depends upon both / and y. Let M be the set

of points y for which V'(y, t') = 0 for every of the set 2". Since 2" is de-

numerable, it follows from Lemma 3 that m(M) = 1. Let y be any point of M

and / any point of 2". Then by Lemma 4 there exists a pair of numbers r

and t' such that

t{Ot.[K{y)cx..l]\ = p{Ot[K{y)}<zxr,x) = p{Ot[K(y)]}.

And hence V(y, t) = V'(y, t')=0. Therefore for almost every y, the corre-

sponding sequence A(y) satisfies condition (C5).

13. Segments of collectives. We shall now consider the problem of con-

structing collectives satisfying condition (C4). The method will appear con-

siderably different from that of the previous problem but will in fact be

guided by it. A study of the differences between these two problems will be of

advantage in the work which we shall do. We now have to deal with sets

whose frontier points are of measure zero instead of with sets consisting of

finite sums of meshes. The collective A(y) is so constructed that each term is

capable of adapting itself to a finer mesh than is the preceding term. That

is, the point PM(y) can belong to any one of the meshes of the lattice L,

whereas the point P<s_1)(y) cannot. Thus after a certain term in this collective

all points are capable of adapting themselves to any given set consisting of a

finite sum of meshes. However if we have a set whose frontier points are of

measure zero, then in general the adaptation is never complete. Moreover

the tendency toward adaptation is so rapid that it is difficult to follow the

variation of the success ratio. Our first point of difference from the preced-

ing method will be for the purpose of slowing up this adaptation.

We shall generalize the method of formation of the sequence A(y). Let

Ai, A2, A3, ■ ■ • be a sequence of positive integers which will be deter-

mined at a later point. Let va = N1 + N2 + • • • + Xs_i if Ks and v! = 0.

Let P<*>(y)= [y(«-2s-*]-2-8 where s is determined so that vs<k^vs+l. It

will be observed that if Ai = A2 = • • • = 1, then k = s and this definition

of A(y) is the same as the previous one. We shall say that the points

p('.+i)(y), P<"S+2>(y), • • • , P<-"+ii(y) constitute the sth segment of A(y).

These points are adapted to the meshes ms,j. The sequences Oiit[K{y)] ad-

mit of a similar decomposition into segments. Let
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n(s, i, y, t) = v(s, i - 1, y, t) fi,(,,t-i,¥,

"0, i, y, t) = u(,s, i, y, i)-pßl3,i,y.t)(4>Ai{Oi-i,t[K(y)]c Xi\),

where v(s, 0, y, t) = v„. The points of O,-, ([K(y) ] whose superscripts range from

v(s, i, y, t) + l to v(s+l, i, y, t) constitute the sth segment of Oi,t[K(y)]. If

A(s, i, y, t) =i>(s + l, i, y, i)—v{s, i, y, t), then there are A(s, i, y, t) points

in the sth segment of this sequence. The points are selected from the sth seg-

ment of K{y). Let

K*» °'» Vi t)-p><.>.<.V.t){Xrh,n)  = U(S, y, t).

Then

r» + »• [v(s, y, t) — l] ^ v(s, o-, y, t) < rh + n p(s, y, t).

The points of Ot[K(y)] whose superscripts range from ß(s, y, t) + l to

fi(s+l, y, t) constitute the sth segment of this sequence. All except the

first of the points of this segment correspond to points of the sth segment

of K{y). The first point of the sth segment of Ot[K(y) ] corresponds to n points

which may be selected from both the (s — l)st and the sth segments of K(y).

Let J(s, y, t) =n{s+\, y, t) —fi(s, y, t). Then there are J(s, y, t) points in the

sth segment of Ot[K(y)]. It will be observed that [A(s, a, y, t)/n] ^J(s, y, t).

We shall investigate the success ratio of the sequence Ot[K(y)] within its

sth segment, that is, the expression pN{Ot[K(y)] cx„,i} where p=/j.(s, y, t)

and 0<A^/(s, y, f). Our problem is to choose the integers As so that this

success ratio can be made to approximate P[t, m(E)] for a set of points y

whose measure approximates 1.

14. Lengths of segments. The sth segment of Ot[K(y)] must contain a

sufficient number of terms to permit the success ratio within this sequence

to approximate the desired value. In order to accomplish this, there must also

be lower bounds to the lengths of the sth segments of the sequences

Oiit[K(y)]. We shall appraise the measures of certain sets of points y for

which these segments have the desired lengths. Thus the lower bounds should

be numbers which are independent of y. Let

M(s, i, t) = min A(s, i — 1, /) ■ psr(,,i-i,t)(xi = x,,i),

where v = v(s, i — l, y, t) and where the minimum is taken with respect to y;

N(s, i, t) = [M(s, i, t)-{m(Aa,i)/m(As,^1) - 2—],

where the square brackets signify the largest integer contained in the num-

ber within these brackets;

N(s, 0,t) = Ne.
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The numbers N(s, i, t) thus inductively denned will be taken as the lower

bounds of the lengths N(s, i, y, t) of the 5th segments of the sequences

Oi,,[K(y)]. We shall let G(s, i, t) = E[N(s, i, t)£N(s, i, y, t) ], where 0 <i^<r,

denote the set of points y for which this segment has the desired length.

Since the integers v = v(s, i—1, y, /) depend only on the first va digits of y,

it is easily seen that limivt..„A(j, i, 0 = °°, and hence N(s, i, 0 can be made

arbitrarily large by a proper choice of A,. Let

/(*, t) = [N(s, a, t)/n).

Then the length J(s, y, 0 of the sth segment of Ot[K(y)] will be at least as

great as J(s, 0 for all values of y for which N(s, <r, 0 ^ N(s, <r, y, 0. Let

H(s,t) = [J(s, 0-2—1 - v(s,t) -w.%

where p(s, 0-/(1, 0+/(2, /)+■•■ +/(*-l, 0- Then timif.~JK(s, £) = *>.
Let

Es.i =      zZ    m*,i   and   A,,i =    zZ m«.i-
2-*(,'-l)eB,- 2-'U-l)'Ai

Thus E„,j is a sum of meshes of the lattice Ls. It consists of all such meshes

whose vertices lie in     The set Asj is similarly defined. Let

P[s, t, m(E)} = m{Es^-m{Et^ ■ ■ ■ m(E,,h) -m-h(As,,),

G(s,t) = E(\pN{Ol[K(y)]cx,,1] - P[s,t,m{E)} \ < 2—*• c-H(s - l,t)

where n=p(s, y, t). The symbol c means "if." The set G(s, t) consists of those

points y for which the inequality to the left of the symbol c holds for all

values of N satisfying the inequalities to the right of this symbol. Thus if y

is a member of this set, then a restriction is placed upon the success ratio of

Ot[K(y) ] within its sth segment.

The integers N(s, i, t), J(s, t), H(s, t) depend upon the numbers Ns. While

the determination of the numbers Ns will not be given until a later point, it is

necessary to note here that the numbers N(s, i, t), J(s, t), H(s, t) must

all be positive. It then follows from the definition of H(s, t) that {H(s, t)

+n(s, 0} •2'+1g7(*> 0, /(s-1, 0</(f, 0 and H(s-\, t)£H(s, t)<J(s, t).
Hence H(s-l, t) <J(s, y, t) whenever N(s, a, t)^N(s, a, y, t).

15. Appraisals of certain set measures. We shall prove that

m{C[G(s, l,t)-G(s, 2,t) ■ ■ ■ G(s, c, t) ]}

& a(s, 1, 0 + <x(s, 2, t) + ■ ■ ■ + a(s, a, t)

and
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m{C[G(s, 1, i)G(s, 2, t) ■ ■ ■ G(s, a, t)-G(s, t)]\

^ a(s, 1, t) + a(s, 2, t) H-+       er, t) + a(s, t) ,

where

a(s, i, t) = E M(.s,i,t)CR
Ä/M(.,i,I)<«U,,i}/«(i.,M)-2-'-1

' m(A3,i) W        m(As,i) V*<»A#-S

and

/ m(As,j) y/   _  w(4.,,-) y

«(«, 0 =  E E
N=H(.s-l,t)   \RIN-PU,t,m(.E)] |ä2-«-l-W

The proof will be accomplished by means of the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. m{.E[P<">>(?) «Er P<"'>(y) e£2 ■ ■ ■ P™(y)eEh]} = m{E1) -m(E2)

■ • ■ m{Eh), where vs<nx<n2< ■ ■ ■ <nh and where the sets Eu E2, ■ ■ ■ , Eh

are elements of Ls.

Lemma 2. m{E[Pi^)(y)eE1-Pi^(y)eE2 ■ ■ ■ ]} ^w(£i)-m(P2) • • • m(Eh)

■m~h(As,t), where nl = v(s, i, y, t)+\i<n2 = v(s, i, y, t)+~K2< ■ ■ ■ <nh

= v(s, i, y, t) +Xa S v(s + 1, i, y, t), where Xi, X», • • • , X* are positive integers in-

dependent of y and Oi,t[K(y)]=Pi^(y), Pt®>(y), P^(y), ■ ■ ■ and the sets

Ei, E2, ■ ■ ■ , Eh are elements of Ls.

The first lemma is proved in a manner similar to that of Lemma 1, §12.

In order to prove Lemma 2, let us first consider a special case in which / is

restricted in such a manner that Ai =A,,1} A2 =A„,2, ■ ■ ■ ,Ai=A„j. For such

a choice of t, it follows that the expressions to the left and to the right of the

sign g| would actually be equal if the restriction nh^v(s-\-\, i, y, t) were re-

moved. This fact can be proved in a manner similar to that of Lemma 2, §12.

The restriction nuSv(s-\-\., i, y, t) makes the above specialization of / un-

necessary. Moreover this restriction in general decreases the set whose meas-

ure we are appraising. Hence Lemma 2 is established.

We have the equation

m{c[G(s, 1, t)-G(s, 2, t) ■ ■ ■ G(s, i, t)]}

= m{C[G(s, 1, t) ■ ■ ■ G(s, i - 1, t)]}

+ m\G{s, 1, t) ■ ■ ■ G(s, i - I, t)C[G(s, i, t)]\.

We shall show that the measure of the set G (s, 1, /) • ■ -G(s, i — 1, t)C[G(s, i, t)]

is less than or equal to a(s, i, t). If y is a member of this set, then there must
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be at least N(s, i—l,t) points in the sth segment of 0<_i,. [K(y) ]. Hence there

must be at least M(s, i, t) points in the sth segment of Of_i, ([K(y) ] c x{. Sup-

pose that R of the first N(s, i, t) points of the sth segment of 0,_i, ([K(y) ] c xt

belong to the set ASji. Then it must at least be true that R<N(s, i, t) and

hence R/M(s, i, t) <m(ASji)/m(ASii_1) — 2~'~l. It follows from Lemma 2 that

m{G(s, 1, t)-G(s, 2, t) ■ ■ ■ G(s, *—1, t)-C[G(s, i, t)]} ^a(j, i, t). Thus in-

equality (6) is established. In a like manner it is easily seen that inequality

(7) is also true.

We are now in a position to determine the integers AT,. It will be observed

that there are only a finite number of sets of the sets At',i and 72,',< such that

s'^s and t^s, and only a finite number of sets of selections Xi and xr,n such

that t£s. There correspond a finite set of values of t, the particular choice of

the set being unimportant. By a proper selection of the integer N„ the in-

tegers M(s, i, i) can be made so large that the numbers a(s, i, t) can be made

arbitrarily small for all values of t. Moreover 77(s — 1, t) can be made so large

that a(s, t) can be made arbitrarily small. We shall choose Ns so that

Z {a(s, 1, t) + a(s, 2, /) + ••• +       v, t)} Z 2—*,
(*)

where the summation is extended over all values of t of the above mentioned

finite set. Then

m \c(j\G{s, 1, 0•<?(*, 2, t) ■ • • G{s, a,        ^ 2—*,

where the symbol JJ« means that the conditions to the right of this symbol

must be satisfied simultaneously for all values of t. Let

00

LT l\G{s, l, t)G(s, 2,t)--- G(s, a, t)G(s, t) = G8o.

Thenw[C(GSo)]^2-s». Let
CO

»0—1

Then m(G) = 1.

We shall show that if y is any member of the set G, then K(y) satisfies

condition (C4). This will be done with the aid of the following lemma.*

Lemma 3. 7/ K = P^\ P(2), P(3), • • • is a sequence whose label space con-

sists of the elements 0 and 1 and if there exist a decreasing sequence of positive

* This lemma was proved by Regan (see Regan I). a much simpler lemma whose function is

similar has been proved by von Mises (von Mises VI). However I have been unable to adapt von

Mises' lemma to this problem.
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numbers t%, e2, «3, • • • such that lim,,,X)e, = 0, and two sets of positive integers

Ji, Ji> and Hi, H2, H3, ■ ■ ■ such that for s0^s

(a) I pN{Kc x^.i) — p I < es/3

whenever HS^N^Js+i, where ii=ßa+i = Ji+j2+ ■ ■ ■ +JS,

(b) I pjfKcxß,i) - p\ + (n, + H,)/Js < e,/3,

where m=M.,

(c) I Pn(K) - p I < 6„

«7jua+i ̂ N^ps+2 and s0^s.

Since lims_.00P[s, 2, m(E)] =P[t, m(E)], it follows that there exists a de-

creasing sequence of positive numbers «1, «2, e3, • ■ • such that

(10) I P[s, t, m(E)] - P[t, »(£)] I + 2-« < es/3

and lims_.ooe<! = 0. From the definition of H(s, t) it follows that H(s, t)+v3

g/(s, <)-2r^-». Hence

(11) [H(s, t) + Ks, y, t)]/J(s, y, t) £ [H(s, t) + p.]/J(s, t) S 2—K

Let y be a member of G(s, t). If the inequality imposed by this condition be

combined with (10) and (11), we get

(12) I pj(.,y.tAOt[K(y)]cx^} - P[t,m(E)]\+ [H(s, t) + p]/J(s, t) < es/3,

where fi = p(s, y, t). In a like manner it can be proved that

(13) ]ps[Ot[K(y)]cx,,1} -P[t,m(E)] \ < 68/3

UH(s, t)£N£J(s+l, y, t) andM=M(s + l? y, t) and yeG(s + l, t). Hence from

Lemma 3 we conclude that

(14) I pN{Ot[K.(y)]} - P[t,m(E)] \ < €s

if p(s+l, y, t) Sp(s+2, y, i) and if y is an element of G(s, t) -G(s+1, t).

If y is an element of G, then there will exist a number s0 such that condition

(14) will hold whenever s0^s. This gives us the following theorem.

Theorem 2. For almost every y the corresponding sequence K{y) satisfies

condition (C4).

16. Generalizations. We shall consider the case in which the space 5 is

the region 0^y,<l, where i = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , a. Let tt(£) be an absolutely ad-

ditive, absolutely continuous function defined in 5 and such that 0<w{E)

whenever 0<M(E). We shall construct a collective K = P<-1), P<2>, P(3), • • •

which satisfies (C4). In order to do this, we shall set up a correspondence
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between the points of S and the points of the interval I: 0^y<l. Let 5 be

decomposed into a system of meshes ma,j and let us define a corresponding

set of intervals I,,,. Let

Tt{ma,\ + m,,2 + • • • + ws,,_i) ^ y < w(msA + ■ ■ ■ + m,,j),

where i <j,

o ^ y < t(w8,i)-

Corresponding to any y of I and to any positive integer s there exists a posi-

tive integer j, such that y is an element of J,,,-,. Let

00

where m,,jt is the set consisting of the mesh ms,j, plus the frontier points of

this mesh. Thus corresponding to any point y of the interval I there is deter-

mined uniquely by this enclosure sequence, a point Py of the region 5, where

5 is equal to S plus the frontier points of S. If y is any point of an interval

I„,j, then Pv is a point of the corresponding set m,,y. The inverse of this corre-

spondence is not necessarily unique.

Let Ps,j be the point of S which corresponds to the point 2~3(j — 1) of the

interval I. Let A be any subset of 5 having frontier points of measure zero.

Let s be any positive integer and ji, j2, ■••,;"» be the set of all positive in-

tegers such that the corresponding points PSlJi are elements of the set A.

It may of course happen that the points P,,,\, P,,,\, • • • , Ps,,n of the set A

are not all distinct. Let A[ =m'Sijl+ma,J;+ ■ ■ ■ +m'a,in, where the sets m'a,j

are meshes of the interval /.

We shall prove that \\ma-.xm(A3') =w{A). We shall prove this fact first

for the case in which the set A is one of the meshes Given any positive

number e there exists a positive number <r' and a corresponding element 73„'

of Lv such that all of the points which belong to m,,,- are interior points of

B,', and x(73„<) <7r(wff,,) + e. Corresponding to the meshes of the set Ba>

is a set of intervals We shall denote this set of intervals by b,>. We shall

show that if P is any point of the mesh m,ti) then all of the corresponding

points y belong to b„-. That is, if y belongs to Cb„<, then Py belongs to Cm„,i.

Let y be any point of Cb„>. Then y belongs to some interval and the corre-

sponding point Py belongs to the corresponding set »v,,-. The set can

be neither interior nor adjacent to m„,i. Hence Pv belongs to Cm,,i. Therefore

if s is sufficiently large, then m(Aa) <ir(m„,i) + e. Since a similar inequality

holds for every mesh of the lattice L„, it follows that if s is sufficiently large,

then Tr(m<,,i) — e<m(AJ). That is, lim,^xm(A,') =7r(m„,,). The extension to
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the case in which A consists of a finite sum of meshes is immediate. Next

let A be an arbitrary set whose frontier points are of measure zero. Given

any positive number e, there exist two elements Bi and B2 of N such that

Bi<A<B2 and ir(B2 — Bi) < e. Thus it is easily seen that lim3<00w(^4s')

= HA).
The points Psj are everywhere dense in the space 5 and hence constitute

a space S' defined in §10. There correspond a field F' and a distribution func-

tion tt'(A). Let A be any set of the field F' and let

(15) Al = zZ
Ps.ieA

Then lims^„m(As') =ir'(A). Let Ah A2, • • • , A„, Eu E2, ■ ■ ■ , Eh be the sets

involved in the operator Ot. There correspond sets AsA, A„,2, ■ ■ ■ , AB<„,

E,a, Es,2, • ■ • , Es<h defined in accordance with equation (15). Let

P[s, t, m(E)] = m(ESil)-m(Ea,2) ■ ■ ■ m(Ea,h) ■m,-h(As^).

Then lim^^Pfs, t, m(E)] =P[t, m(E)]. If y is any member of the set G de-

fined in §15, then there is determined a sequence K{y). There is also deter-

mined a corresponding sequence K whose terms are elements of the space S'.

There exists an integer s0 such that

I pN[Ot{KcxßA)} - P[s, t,m{E)} I < 2--1

whenever sa^s, H(s — 1, t) ^N^J(s, y) and/i=/u(s, y, /). Hence by reasoning

similar to that of Theorem 2, §15, it follows that p [Ot{K) ]=P[t, m{E)}. That

is, K satisfies condition (C4) and hence is a collective with respect to the

space S' and the field F'. It is also a collective with respect to the space S

and the field F.

We shall now remove the restriction that ir(A) must be greater than zero

whenever m(A) is greater than zero. Let 7r(^l) be any absolutely additive,

absolutely continuous distribution function such that there exists a set B

with the following properties.

1. The frontier points of B are of measure zero, i.e., B belongs to the

field F.

2. tt(B) = 1.

3. If A is any set of the field F, then 0<7r(^4 B) whenever 0<m(A B).

We shall define a new distribution function ir'{A) by the equation

tt'(A) = [tt(A-B) + m(A-CB)}/2.

Then there exist collectives having 7r'(^l) as their distribution function. Let

K be such a collective and let us perform a contraction on K with respect
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to the set 73. The resulting sequence Kccf>B(K) is a collective having the dis-

tribution function

tt'(A-B)/t'(B) = 7r(A).

Next if Si is the whole of the a-dimensional euclidean space, then there

exist collectives with respect to this space. To show this, it is only necessary

to construct a transformation which is continuous and has a continuous in-

verse and which carries 5 into Si* Such a transformation carries sets of meas-

ure zero into sets of measure zero.

Suppose we have a space S which consists of a denumerable infinity of

elements nil, m2, m3, • • • . Let the field F contain all possible subsets of S.

We shall define a corresponding set of intervals Ii, I2,73, ■ ■ ■ as follows.

7,:   tt(wi + m2 + • • • + ^ y < x(*i + m2 + • • ■ + m,) if 1 < j,

h'    0 ^ y < ir{mi).

Then zZl=Ji = I where I is the interval 0^y<l. If A is any element of F,

then the corresponding sum of intervals Ij constitutes a set whose frontier

points are of measure zero. Let X' = P(1), P(2), ■ • • be any member of the set

C [D, m(E) ] and let the corresponding label space be the interval I. We shall

define a corresponding collective A = e(1), e(2), e(3), ■ • • having the label space

S. If P(n> belongs to the interval then the corresponding term e(n) shall

be the element nij. Then K is easily seen to be a collective. Any space consist-

ing of a finite number of elements can be similarly treated.

We shall show the existence of collectives whose associated label space 5

has infinitely many dimensions. We can express 5 as the following infinite

product.

S = Ii X I2 X   • • X Ia X Ia+i X   ■ ■ , •

where Ia is the interval 0 ^ y„ < 1. The field F is defined as follows. A set A

belongs to F if and only if there exists a number a such that A =AaXla+i

Xla+2X ■ ■ • and the frontier points of Aa are of measure zero.

For each interval 7« we shall construct a net Aa consisting of lattices Ls,a.

We shall also construct for the space 5 a net A consisting of lattices L3. Let

Ls = LsAXLSi2X ■ ■ ■ X7,8,s. Then there are 2"2 meshes m,,i, ma,2, • • ,

ms,j, • ■ ■ , w,,i'' in Ls. We shall assume that the subscripts of the meshes are

so chosen that

()+l) 228-1

ms_i,,-+i =    E ms,i-
<_,-.2*>-l+l

* Copeland II.
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From this point on, the existence proof for collectives in this space is the same

as that for collectives in the space of a dimensions.

Let K = Pm, P(2), P(3), ■ • be a collective having the label space S. We

shall express K as a product collective. Let ka be the sequence whose wth

term Pa(n> is the ath coordinate of the point P(n). Then K = kiXhXhX • • • .

Let «i, a2, a3, ■ ■ ■ be a sequence of positive integers and let ßn = ai+a2+ ■ ■ ■

+a„_i. Let Sn = Sßn+iXSßn+iX ■ ■ ■ XSßn+l, Kn = kßn+iXkßn+2X ■ ■ ■ Xkßn+1.

Then A„ is a collective whose label space is Sn. Moreover Kn,XKniX ■ ■ ■

XAn„ is a collective having the label space Sn,XS„,X ■ • • XSny In the no-

menclature of von Mises, collectives which can be combined in this manner to

form new collectives are said to be "verbindbar." The spaces Si, S2, ■ ■ • and

the collectives Ki, K2, ■ ■ ■ can be transformed by one or another of the meth-

ods described earlier in this section. We shall denote the transformed spaces

and collectives respectively by S{, S2 , S{, ■ ■ ■ and Kx, K~t, K{, • • • . The

space 5 and the field F become S' and F'. Products of the collectives

Ki , K{, ■ ■ ■ are collectives having the corresponding product label spaces.

17. Alternative systems. It is readily verified that A/ ex and K/

ctbAj(K/) are collectives if * is an element of 77 and Aj is a subset of Sf

and I{ XU X ■ ■ ■ Xl'j-iXAJ Xlj+iX ■ ■ ■ is an element of F'. Operations

of the form K- ctj>Aj(Kf) ■ c -(bAm(Km') and K- cxi- c -(t>Aj(K/ cx2) do not

necessarily produce collectives. However it may be true that K can be so

chosen that all such operations and groups of these operations produce collec-

tives. In fact in the system of Dörge, all of these operations are included.*

Dorge considers a set of selections 5 which is equivalent to the set 77 given

in this paper. He then constructs an extended set S which contains all the

operators which can be formed by combining selections and contractions in

the manner just described. Thus S includes all the operators of the form 0„,t.

In the present paper the operators Ot play a role similar to those operators

of the set 5 which are not of the form 0,,t. In Dörge's system the spaces

Si , St, • ■ • consist of finite numbers of elements and the collectives

Ax', K2 , ■ ■ ■ are independent. No general existence proof has been given

for this system.

In the system of Reichenbach,f a fundamental element is an expression

of the form (7)(xt-603py,eP). These elements admit of several interpretations.

One of the most important interpretations is the following. Let

X —  X\j %2j j Xij ,

y = yu yt, y*, - " ,7*, " •

be two collectives with corresponding label spaces 5 and T and letX = #Xybe

* Dörge I.

t Reichenbach I.
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a collective with the label space SXT. Then the expression (i)(*,-«03pyjeP)

is equivalent to the equation p {<b0xp[K c^>oxS(K)]} =p. Another interpreta-

tion is obtained as follows. Let y be a collective, x be a selection of the set 77,

and 0 be the set consisting of the number 1. Then x=4>a{x). In this case the

expression (i)(xieOBpyitP) means p[cbp{K cx) ] =p.

If the collectives AY, A2', • • • are independent, then K' constitutes a

Tornier matrix of a very general nature.* The 7th row of this matrix is the

collective A/. In the definition of such a matrix, conditions (C2) and (C3)

are not required. Condition (Cl) is specialized by setting A=ri = « = l.
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